Rise Up
Survey Results

Methodology
Who
1,110 Money20/20 attendees from
USA 2018, Asia 2019 & Europe 2019*
What
5-min online survey
Why
Understand gender dynamics and
perceptions across companies in our
ecosystem

*751 respondents in USA; 191 respondents in Asia; 168 respondents in Europe
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Executive Summary
Across all three regions:
•

There is perception among both men and women that there are more men than women at senior levels (VP and higher).

•

Women are most likely to say their #1 barrier is that top leadership roles are controlled by men for men, while men say that women’s
#1 barrier is not applying for positions in financial services.

•

Women are much less likely to feel that men and women are paid equally.

•

Women are less likely than men to feel comfortable raising gender equality issues or salary concerns, out of fear of retaliation.

•

Women’s careers are more negatively impacted by caregiving and family obligations.

•

There is currently not a strong commitment from companies to ensure equal pay.

•

Women feel strongly that men should play a role in promoting gender equality in the workplace.

Regional differences:
•

The perception that there are not enough women applying for positions in financial services is especially the case in USA & Europe.

•

The perception that women are perceived to seek positions that provide more work/life balance is especially the case in Asia.

•

The gap for raising gender equality issues is particularly large between men and women in Europe.

•

While only one-half of women in USA and Asia say that their companies offer diversity and inclusion initiatives, about 7-in-10 women in
Europe say their companies offer this – especially internal women networking programs, employee communications highlighting diverse
leaders, and cultural events.

•

Women in Europe especially feel that men are more likely to ask for a promotion.

•

In Asia, women are less likely to feel welcomed back after maternity leave, compared to USA and Europe.

•

The percentage of women saying their company has NOT made any commitment to equal pay is highest in Asia at 43%. In the USA,
3
48% are not sure if their companies have committed to this.

THERE ARE MORE MEN THAN WOMEN IN
SENIOR ROLES
MEN VS WOMEN AT VP LEVELS OR HIGHER
76% 77%

81%

The vast majority of men and
women surveyed agree that there
are more men than women at
senior levels in their organization
(VP and higher). This is consistent
across all three regions.
19% 19%
13%
6%
More men than women in
senior positions

Equal number of men &
women in senior positions

USA '18

Asia '19

4%

6%

More women than men in
senior positions

Europe '19

Q. Which of the following best describes how women are represented at senior levels in your organization (VP levels and higher)? Select one response.
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WOMEN AND MEN DISAGREE ON
WOMEN’S SENIOR ROLES INCREASING
% SAYING WOMEN AT SENIOR LEVELS
INCREASED OVER PAST 2 YEARS
Women are less likely than men to
believe that the number of women
at senior levels (VP and higher)
has increased over the past 2
years. This is consistent across all
three regions.

54%

52%

51%
42%

38%

USA '18

36%

Asia '19
Men

Europe '19

Women

Q. Have the number of women at senior levels in your organization (VP levels and higher) over the past 2 years increased, decreased or stayed the same? Select one response.
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IN THE NEXT 2-3 YEARS, WOMEN ARE
STILL SKEPTICAL ABOUT CHANGE
% SAYING WOMEN AT SENIOR LEVELS
WILL INCREASE OVER NEXT 2 TO 3 YEARS
Women are less likely to believe
that the number of women at
senior levels (VP and higher) will
increase over the next 2-3 years.
This is consistent across all three
regions.

72%

68%

64%
48%

45%

USA '18

42%

Asia '19
Men

Europe '19

Women

Q. Thinking about the next 2-3 years, do you think there will be more women in senior leadership positions at your organization than today?
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BARRIERS FOR WOMEN ARE FAIRLY
CONSISTENT ACROSS COUNTRIES
The biggest barriers stopping
women from getting to the top in
financial/fintech firms are:

USA ‘18

ASIA ‘19

EUROPE ‘19

Barriers

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

1. Not enough women applying
for positions in financial
services (esp. USA & Europe)

There are not enough women applying
for positions in financial/fintech firms

54%

43%

50%

38%

51%

45%

There is not enough effort put toward
diversifying the talent pipeline

45%

48%

35%

51%

37%

49%

2. Not enough effort put towards
diversifying the talent pipeline

Women are perceived to seek positions
that provide more work/life balance

29%

43%

39%

53%

34%

44%

The top leadership roles are controlled
by men for men

21%

43%

18%

49%

12%

51%

Financial/fintech firms do not invest in
fostering women leaders

25%

41%

25%

31%

24%

34%

Firms believe that men have better
skills to be successful in financial
services than women

5%

20%

7%

19%

7%

19%

Men are more likely to have more
relevant qualifications within finance

10%

6%

14%

9%

10%

7%

3. Women are perceived to seek
positions that provide more
work/life balance (esp. Asia)
4. Top leadership roles are
controlled by men for men

Q. What do you think are the 3 biggest barriers stopping women from getting to the top in financial/fintech firms such as yours? Select up to 3 responses.
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THE #1 BARRIER FOR WOMEN IS THE SAME
ACROSS COUNTRIES, BUT DIFFERS FOR MEN
VS. WOMEN
When asked what the #1 barrier
is for women getting to the top in
financial/fintech firms:
- Women are most likely to say
that the top leadership roles
are controlled by men for men
- Men feel there are not enough
women applying for positions in
financial/fintech firms.

USA ‘18

ASIA ‘19

EUROPE ‘19

Barriers

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

There are not enough women applying
for positions in financial/fintech firms

35%
(#1)

20%

33%
(#1)

10%

50%
(#1)

25%

There is not enough effort put toward
diversifying the talent pipeline

20%

20%

20%

13%

31%

18%

Women are perceived to seek positions
that provide more work/life balance

12%

10%

24%

21%

4%

7%

The top leadership roles are controlled
by men for men

12%

24%
(#1)

9%

30%
(#1)

4%

36%
(#1)

Financial/fintech firms do not invest in
fostering women leaders

7%

14%

4%

10%

8%

8%

Firms believe that men have better
skills to be successful in financial
services than women

2%

4%

4%

7%

0%

1%

Men are more likely to have more
relevant qualifications within finance

1%

3%

4%

4%

0%

1%

Q. What do you think is the MAIN barrier stopping women from getting to the top in financial/fintech firms such as yours? Select one response.
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WOMEN’S CAREERS ARE IMPACTED BY
CAREGIVING & FAMILY OBLIGATIONS
The majority of attendees –
especially women – feel that a
woman’s career trajectory is more
negatively impacted by caregiving
and family obligations than a
man’s. This is consistent across all
three regions.

USA ‘18

ASIA ‘19

EUROPE ‘19

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

Women more impacted

65%

88%

48%

85%

60%

92%

Men more impacted

5%

1%

4%

1%

0%

0%

Neither impacted

21%

4%

34%

12%

23%

3%

Not sure

10%

7%

14%

1%

17%

5%

Q. Do you believe that a woman’s career trajectory is more negatively impacted by caregiving and family obligations than a man’s?
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THERE IS STRONG OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE
GENDER EQUALITY PERCEPTIONS GLOBALLY.
Women across all three
regions feel strongly that
men should play a role in
promoting gender equality in
the workplace.
Women also feel that men
are more likely to ask for a
promotion - especially in
Europe.
In Asia, women are less
likely to feel welcomed back
after maternity leave,
compared to USA and
Europe.

% WOMEN saying strongly/somewhat agree

USA ‘18

ASIA ‘19

EUROPE ‘19

Men should play a role in promoting gender equality at work

91%

83%

91%

Throughout my career, I have observed or experienced men
being favored over women in meetings

78%

71%

72%

Men in my organization are more likely to ask for a promotion
than women

67%

69%

80%

Women in my organization feel confident they will be
welcomed back to the workplace following maternity leave

62%

53%

62%

I have witnessed a “bro” culture within my organization

57%

59%

53%

Women in my organization feel they have the resources and
ability to achieve career goals

56%

52%

50%

There is an increased likelihood to identify & report sexual
harassment in the workplace vs. a year ago

54%

54%

44%

Senior women in leadership positions (VP+) are doing enough
to support emerging female leaders

40%

32%

39%

Promotion & advancement of women into senior roles (VP+) is
a priority in my organization (principle and practice)

36%

30%

32%

The #metoo movement has helped increase gender diversity

32%

32%

36%
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Q. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

WOMEN LESS COMFORTABLE RAISING
GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES VS. MEN
COMFORTABLE RAISING GENDER EQUALITY
ISSUES (% saying ‘YES’)
Women are less comfortable
raising gender equality issues than
men. The gap is particularly large
between men and women in
Europe.

90%

85%

83%
64%
57%

USA '18

Asia '19
Men

Q. Are you comfortable raising issues or concerns related to gender equality in your organization?

54%

Europe '19

Women
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WOMEN FEAR REPERCUSSIONS IF
RAISING GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES
USA ‘18
Attendees who are
uncomfortable raising
gender inequality issues
say they fear that that
they will be perceived as
‘trouble-makers’ or that
there would be retaliation
(e.g. passed up for
promotion). The lack of
acknowledgement that a
problem exists and the
attitudes (of mainly male)
leadership teams is also a
barrier.

• Fear of perception

“I don't want to be labeled a
‘complainer’ or worse yet, a
‘feminist’”

• Attitudes of leadership
“My manager is a man and has
shown signs that he does not
support gender diversity”

• Lack of knowledge/
support

“Not sure who is willing to
listen”

• Lack of recognition of
the issue

“No one will listen or care so
there's no point”

• Fear of repercussions

“Fear of not getting promoted”

ASIA ‘19
• Fear of perception
“It might hurt my reputation or
change the way others think
about me.”

• Lack of knowledge/
support
“I don't know the exact figures to
feel confident raising the issue.”

• Lack of recognition of
the issue
“The general sentiment does
not really care about this
issue.”

• Fear of repercussions
“May have a negative impact on
how people perceive me or career
progression”

EUROPE ‘19
• Fear of perception
“I would be seen as making

trouble. It is not a strategic goal
of the business at all.”

• Attitudes of leadership
“Exclusively male senior
management.”

• Lack of recognition of
the issue
“The denial that this really
exists inside the company.”

• Fear of repercussions
“The fear of backlash, or being
seen to be rocking the boat.”
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Q. What factors stop you from raising gender equality issues in your organization? (Among those who said not comfortable or not sure if comfortable raising gender inequality issues)

EUROPE IS LEADING IN TERMS OF
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION INITIATIVES
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION INITIATIVES
(% WOMEN SAYING ‘YES’)
69%

While only one-half of women in USA
and Asia say that their companies offer
diversity and inclusion initiatives, about
7-in-10 women in Europe say their
companies offer this – especially
internal women networking programs,
employee communications highlighting
diverse leaders, and cultural events.

52%

49%

45%

37%

20%
11%

6%

USA '18

Asia '19
Yes

•
•
•

Diversity training 50%
•
Internal women networking •
programs 54%
Mentoring program 51%
•

Q. Are there diversity and inclusion initiatives (inclusive of gender) within your organization?
Q. What types of diversity and inclusion initiatives do you have within your organization? Select all that apply.

11%

No

Europe '19

Not sure

Mentoring program 50%
Internal women networking
programs 45%
Internal women leadership
programs 45%

•
•
•

Internal women networking
programs 45%
Employee comms highlighting
diverse leaders 43%
Cultural events 43% 13

WOMEN ARE MUCH LESS LIKELY TO FEEL
MEN AND WOMEN ARE PAID EQUALLY
WHETHER MEN AND WOMEN ARE PAID
EQUALLY (% saying ‘YES’)
While the vast majority of men
feel that women and men are paid
equally for the same job within
their organization, only about onefourth of women feel this way.
This is consistent across all three
regions.

78%
69%

69%

28%

USA '18

24%

Asia '19
Men

Q. Do you think women and men are paid equally for the same job within your organization?

25%

Europe '19

Women
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WOMEN LESS COMFORTABLE RAISING
SALARY CONCERNS VS. MEN
Women from all three regions
are much less comfortable
raising issues or concerns
about their currently salary,
compared to men.

COMFORTABLE RAISING ISSUES OR
CONCERNS ABOUT CURRENT SALARY
(% saying ‘YES’)
75%
62%

USA '18

59%

Asia '19
Men

Q. Do you feel comfortable raising issues or concerns around your current salary?

73%

70%

57%

Europe '19

Women
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THERE IS CURRENTLY NOT STRONG
COMMITMENT TO ENSURING EQUAL PAY
COMMITMENT TO ENSURING EQUAL PAY
(% WOMEN)

About 40-50% of women are not
sure if their organization has made
any commitment to ensuring equal
pay for men and women. The lack
of certainty is especially high in the
USA.
The percentage of women saying
their company has NOT made any
commitment to equal pay is
highest in Asia at 43%.

48%
43%

41%

41%
33%

31%
25%
21%
16%

USA '18

Asia '19
Yes

Q. Has your organization made any commitment to ensuring equal pay for men and women?

No

Europe '19

Not sure
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THERE IS OPPORTUNITY FOR MORE
IMPACTFUL CHANGE TO REDUCE THE GAP
USA ‘18
The most impactful
changes to improve
inequality would be to
increase awareness of
biases, address the
gender pay gap, set
quotas to ensure 50/50 on
the leadership team &
board, and provide
mentoring programs to
guide women into senior
roles. These proposed
changes are consistent
across all three regions.

• Awareness/goals

“Continue to highlight successful
women leaders and share their
experiences"

• Equal pay/hiring

“Gender blind pay and hiring”

• Hire/promote 50/50

“Change the board and the
management team to 50/50
women and men”

• Mentoring programs

“A women-led leadership
mentor program for women”

ASIA ‘19
• Awareness/goals

“First, talking about the reality of
gender inside the organization.”

• Equal respect
“Promote that both genders are
equal and we all require the same
treatment i.e. work-life balance,
promotional path, leadership role”

• Hire/promote women
“Hiring more women

employees at leadership
position especially in the
departments which are usually
male dominated”

• Mentoring programs
“Set up more structured
mentoring programs for talented
women and actively invest in their
development.”

Q. What would be the most impactful change your organization’s management could make to improve gender equality in your organization?

EUROPE ‘19
• Awareness/training

“Provide professional training to
highlight both conscious and
unconscious biases.”

• Equal respect

“Do not treat females any
differently day to day but be
conscious of the effects of
actions.”

• Equal pay/hiring

“Screen candidates for hiring and
promotion using written
information that doesn't make
their name, gender, race,
sexuality, etc. transparent.”

• Hire/promote women

“Have the board actually include
someone other than a middle
aged white male. There are no
people of colour, nor women, on
the board of directors.”
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Thank You

